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Abstract—Activity recognition is a challenging problem with many practical applications. In addition to the visual features, recent
approaches have benefited from the use of context, e.g., inter-relationships among the activities and objects. However, these
approaches require data to be labeled, entirely available beforehand, and not designed to be updated continuously, which make them
unsuitable for surveillance applications. In contrast, we propose a continuous-learning framework for context-aware activity recognition
from unlabeled video, which has two distinct advantages over existing methods. First, it employs a novel active-learning technique that
not only exploits the informativeness of the individual activities but also utilizes their contextual information during query selection; this
leads to significant reduction in expensive manual annotation effort. Second, the learned models can be adapted online as more data
is available. We formulate a conditional random field model that encodes the context and devise an information-theoretic approach that
utilizes entropy and mutual information of the nodes to compute the set of most informative queries, which are labeled by a human.
These labels are combined with graphical inference techniques for incremental updates. We provide a theoretical formulation of the
active learning framework with an analytic solution. Experiments on six challenging datasets demonstrate that our framework achieves
superior performance with significantly less manual labeling.

Index Terms—Active Learning, Activity Recognition, Visual Context, Information Theory.
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1 INTRODUCTION

H Uge amounts of video data are being generated nowadays
from various sources, and can be used to learn activity

recognition models for video understanding. Learning usually
involves supervision, i.e., manually labeling instances and
using them to estimate model parameters. However, there may
be drift in concepts of activities and new types of activities
can arise. In order to incorporate this dynamic nature, activity
recognition models should be learned continuously over time,
and be adaptive to such changes. However, manually labeling
a huge corpus of data continuously over time is a tedious job
for humans, and prone to anomalous labeling. To reduce the
manual labeling effort, without compromising the performance
of the recognition model, active learning [1] can be used.

Several visual-recognition systems exploit the co-
occurrence relationships between objects, scene, and
activities that exist in natural settings. This information
is often referred to as context [3]. Human activities, in
particular, are not only related spatially and temporally, but
also have relationships with the surroundings (e.g. objects in
the scene), and this information can be used for improving the
performance of recognition models. (Figure 1). Several prior
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Fig. 1. A sequence of a video stream [2] shows three
new unlabeled activities - person getting out of a car (a1)
at T + 0s, person opening a car trunk (a2) at T + 7s,
and person carrying an object (a3) at T + 12s. These
activities are spatio-temporally correlated, and this in-
formation can provide context. Conventional approaches
to active learning for activity recognition do not exploit
these relationships in order to select the most informative
instances. However, our approach exploits context and
actively selects instances (in this case a2) that provide
maximum information about other neighbors.

research efforts [4,5,6,7] have considered the use of context
for recognizing human activities and showed significant
performance improvement over context-free approaches.
However, these context-aware approaches assume that large
numbers of instances are manually labeled and available for
training the recognition models. Although some methods
[8,9,10] learn human activity models incrementally from
streaming videos, they do not utilize contextual information
to select only the informative samples for manual labeling,
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Fig. 2. Our proposed framework for learning activity models continuously. Please see the text in Section 1.1 for details.

so as to reduce human effort. In this work, we develop an
active-learning framework, which exploits the contextual
relationships among activities and objects to reduce the
manual labeling effort, without compromising recognition
performance.

Active learning has become an important tool for selecting
the most informative instances from a large volume of unla-
beled data to be labeled by a human annotator. In order to se-
lect the informative instances, most active learning approaches
[1] exploit metrics such as informativeness, expected error
reduction (EER), or expected change in gradients. Such criteria
for query selection are based on individual data instances, and
do not assume that relationships exist among them. However,
as mentioned previously, activities and objects in video exhibit
significant interrelationships, which can be encoded using
graphical models, and exploited when selecting the most
informative queries for manual labeling (see Figure 1).

Related problems have been studied in other computer
science areas. For example, the authors in [11] exploit link-
based dependencies in a network-based representation of the
data, while [12] utilizes the interrelationship of the data
instances in feature space for active learning. Some works
[13] perform query selection on a conditional random field
(CRF) model for structured prediction in natural language
processing by utilizing only the co-occurrence relationships
that exist among the tokens in a sentence, while activities
in a video sequence additionally exhibit spatial and temporal
relationships as well as interactions with objects. Hence, it
is a challenging task to select the informative samples by
exploiting the interrelationships within the instances to reduce
the manual labeling effort.

1.1 Main Contributions and Overview

In this work, we propose a novel active-learning framework
that exploits contextual information encoded using a CRF, in
order to learn an activity recognition model from videos. The
main contribution of this work is twofold:

1) A new query-selection strategy on a CRF graphical model
for inter-related data instances, utilizing entropy and
mutual information of the nodes.

2) Continuous learning of both the activity recognition and
the context models simultaneously, as new video obser-
vations come in, so that the models can be adaptive to
the changes in a dynamic environment.

The above two contributions rely on a CRF model that is
automatically constructed online, and can utilize any number
and type of context features. An overview of our proposed
framework is illustrated in Figure 2.

Our framework has two phases: initial learning phase and
incremental learning phase. During the initial learning phase,
with a small amount of annotated videos in hand, we learn
a baseline activity classifier and spatio-temporal contextual
relationships. During the incremental learning phase, given a
set of unlabeled activities, we construct a CRF with two types
of nodes: activity nodes and context nodes. Probabilities from
the baseline classifier are used as the activity node potentials,
while object detectors are used to detect context features and
to compute the context node potentials. In addition to the
contextual information encoded in the context nodes (termed
scene-activity context), we also use inter-activity contextual
information. This represents the co-occurrence relationships
between activities, and is encoded by the edge potentials
among the activity nodes. For recognition, we perform infer-
ence on the CRF in order to obtain the marginal probabilities
of the activity nodes.

We propose a novel active learning framework, which
leverages upon both a strong teacher (human) and a weak
teacher (recognition system output) for labeling. We choose
for manual labeling the activity nodes that minimize the
joint entropy of the CRF. This entropy can be approximately
computed using the entropy of the nodes and the mutual
information between pairs of connected nodes. After acquiring
the labels from the strong teacher (which is assumed to be
perfect), we run an inference on the graph conditioned on
these labeled instances. The labeled nodes help the unlabeled
ones to improve the confidence in their classification decisions,
i.e., reduce the entropy of their classification probability mass
functions. The unlabeled nodes that attain high confidence
after the inference are also included in the training set, and
constitute the input of the weak teacher. The newly labeled
instances are then used to update the classifier as well as the
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context models.
The work presented in this paper is a more comprehensive

version of a previously published paper [14]. In addition
to a more detailed presentation and new experiments, new
fundamental technical contributions are included in this paper,
providing an improved framework for context-aware active
learning. Specifically, in our previous work, we intuitively de-
rived the query-selection strategy and only provided a greedy
solution. In this work, we derive an information-theoretic
query-selection criterion from first principles, and provide a
branch-and-bound solution with provable convergence proper-
ties. We conduct new experiments to show the effectiveness
of our method and demonstrate that it outperforms the results
in our previous work.

2 RELATION TO EXISTING WORKS

Our work involves the following areas of interest: human
activity recognition, active learning, and continuous learning.
We here review relevant papers from these areas.

Activity recognition. Visual activity-recognition ap-
proaches can be classified into three broad categories: those
using interest-point based low-level local features; those using
human-track and pose-based mid-level features; and those us-
ing semantic-attribute-based high-level features. Survey article
[15] contains a more detailed review on feature-based activity
recognition. Recently, context has been successfully used for
activity recognition. The definition of context may vary based
on the problem of interest. For example, [4] used object
and human pose as the context for activity recognition from
single images. Collective or group activities were recognized
in [6] using the context in the group. Spatio-temporal contexts
among the activities and the surrounding objects were used in
[7]. Graphical models were used to predict human activities
in [5]. However, most of these approaches are batch-learning
algorithms that require all of the training instances to be
present and labeled beforehand. On the contrary, we aim to
learn activity models continuously from unlabeled data, with
minimum human labeling effort.

Active learning. It has been successfully applied to many
computer vision problems including tracking [16], object
detection [17], image [18] and video segmentation [19], and
activity recognition [20]. It has also been used on CRFs for
structured prediction in natural-language processing [13,21].
These methods use information-theoretic criteria, such as the
entropy of the individual nodes, for query selection. We here
follow a similar approach, but additionally model the mutual
information between nodes, because different activities in
video are related to each other. Our criterion captures the
entropy in each activity, but subtracts the conditional entropy
of that activity when some other related activities are known.
As a result, our framework can select the most informative
queries from a set of unlabeled data represented by a CRF.

Some prior research [22,23] has considered active learning
as a batch-selection problem, and has proposed convex re-
laxations of the resulting non-convex formulations. The work
in [24] performs active learning on a CRF and provides a
solution to the exact, computationally intractable, problem

by histogram approximation of Gibbs sampling. Methods in
[22] and [23] perform active learning for the image labeling
problem, where interrelationships are measured by the KL-
divergence of the class probability distribution of similar
neighboring instances. The method in [24] performs active
learning for image segmentation by only considering the
spatial relationships among the neighboring super pixels. On
the contrary, our active-earning system can take the advantage
of both spatial and temporal relationships among the activities
and context attributes in the video sequence.

Continuous learning. Among several schemes on con-
tinuous learning from streaming data, methods based on an
ensemble of classifiers [25] are most common. In these, new
weak classifiers are trained with the newly available data
and added to the ensemble. Only few methods can be found
that learn activity models incrementally. The feature-tree-based
method proposed in [8] grows in size with new training data.
The method proposed in [9] uses human tracks and snippets for
incremental learning. The most closely related works are [10]
and [26], which are based on active learning and boosted SVM
classifiers. However, the approach of [10] does not exploit
contextual relationships, while [26] does not take advantage
of the mutual information among the activity instances. In
this work, we exploit both context attributes and mutual in-
formation, thereby increasing recognition performance, while
keeping the human labeling cost small.

3 MODELING CONTEXTUAL RELATIONSHIPS
Let us consider that after segmenting a video stream, we
obtain n activity instances (segments) to be recognized. These
activity instances may occur at different times in the stream, or
at different spatial locations simultaneously. We denote these
activity instances as ai, i = 1, . . . , n, and the set of all possible
activity classes, in which these activities belong, is denoted
as Sa = {A1, . . . , Aq}. We assume that a “baseline” activity-
recognition model P is available, that can be used to obtain the
prior class-membership probabilities for each of the activities
ai. This baseline model operates using features extracted in
the video; we denote the features extracted in the i-th activity
segment for use by P as xi ∈ Sx, where Sx is the space of
activity features.

As mentioned earlier, we employ two types of contextual
attributes, namely scene-activity and inter-activity attributes.
Intra-activity context attributes are scene-level features and
object attributes related to the activity of interest, whereas
inter-activity context represents relationships among the neigh-
boring activities. These context attributes are not low-level
features, but may provide important and distinctive visual
clues. We denote both of these context attributes as C.

We assume that a set of detection algorithms D is available,
which operate on low-level image data in the i-th activity
segment, zi ∈ Sz , to compute the prior probability for the
contextual attributes of this segment, ci ∈ Sc. Depending on
the specific application, we may use several different types of
attributes. If, for example, two types of attributes are used, then
ci = [c1i , c

2
i ], with c1i ∈ S1c and c2i ∈ S2c , and Sc = S1c × S2c .

Specific examples of contextual attribute types are provided
later on in this section.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a CRF for encoding the contextual
information. Please see the text in Section 3 for details.

We formulate a generalized CRF model for activity recog-
nition, that does not depend on any particular choice of feature
extraction algorithms, baseline classifiers, or context attributes.
In Section 5, we describe the specific choices we made during
our experiments.

Overview. We model the interrelationships among the activ-
ities and the context attributes using a CRF graphical model
as shown in Figure 3. This consists of an undirected graph
G = (V,E) with a set of nodes V = {Va, Vc, Vx, Vz}, and a
set of edges E = {Va − Va, Va − Vc, Va − Vx, Vc − Vz}. Here
Va = {ai}ni=1 are the activity nodes, Vc = {ci}ni=1 are the
context attribute nodes, and Vx = {xi}ni=1 and Vz = {zi}ni=1

are the observed visual features for the activities and the
context respectively. In Figure 3, P represents the activity
classifier and D stands for the object detectors. They are
used to compute the prior node potentials and to construct the
context features respectively. We are interested in computing
the posterior of the Va nodes. Red edges among the Va and
Vc nodes represent spatio-temporal relationship among them.
The connections between Va and Vc nodes are fixed but we
automatically determine the connectivity among the A nodes
along with their potentials. The overall potential function (Φ)
of the CRF is shown in Equation 1, where φs and ψs are
node and edge potentials. We define the potential functions as
follows.

Φ =
∏

ai∈Va,ci∈Vc
xi∈Vx,zi∈Vz

φ(ai, xi)φ(ci, zi)
∏

ai,aj∈Va

ci∈Vc

ψ(ai, aj)ψ(ai, ci)

(1)
φ(ai, xi) = p(ai|xi,P) (2)

φ(ci, zi) = φ(c1i , zi)� φ(c2i , zi) (3)

φ(c1i , zi) = p(c1i |zi,D) (4)

φ(c2i , zi) = bin(c2i ) N (c2i , µc2 , σc2) (5)

ψ(ai, aj) = Fa(ai, aj) N (‖tai
− taj

‖2, µt, σt)

N (‖sai − saj‖2, µs, σs) (6)

ψ(ai, ci) = ψ(ai, c
1
i )⊗ ψ(ai, c

2
i ) (7)

ψ(ai, c
1
i ) = Fc1(ai, c

1
i ) N (‖sai

− sc1i ‖
2, µc1 , σc1) (8)

ψ(ai, c
2
i ) =

∑
a∈A

bin(c2i )I(a = ai)
T N (c2i , µc2 , σc2) (9)

Activity node potential, φ(ai, xi). These potentials corre-
spond to the prior probabilities of the ai nodes of the CRF.
They describe the inherent characteristics of the activities
through low level motion features. We extract low level

features xi from the activity segments ai and use the pre-
trained baseline classifier P to generate classification scores
for these candidate activity segments ai. We use these scores
as the node potential as defined in Equation 2.

Context node potential, φ(ci, zi). These potentials corre-
spond to the prior probabilities of the Vc nodes of the CRF. The
context attributes ci encode the scene-activity context, and are
generally scene-level properties and variables representing the
presence of specific objects related to the activity of interest.
For example, presence of a car may distinguish unloading a
vehicle activity from entering a facility activity. We compute
the context attribute probabilities by applying a number of
detectors in the images (zi) of the activity segment (ai) (please
see Section 5.1 for details). The number and type of the context
attributes may vary for different applications. For example, we
use two context attributes in an application - objects (φ(c1i , zi))
and person (φ(c2i , zi)) attributes as defined in Equations 4 and
5, where c1i is the object class vector, c2i = ‖L1 − L2‖ is the
distance covered by a person in the activity region, bin(·) is
a binning function as in [27], and µc2 and σc2 are the mean
and variance of the covered distances. We concatenate them
in order to compute the context nodes potential (Equation 3 -
� is the concatenation operation).

Activity-Activity edge potential, ψ(ai, aj). This potential
models the connectivity among the activities in A. We assume
that activities which are within a spatio-temporal distance are
related to each other. This potential has three components -
association, spatial, and temporal components. The association
component is the co-occurrence frequencies of the activities.
The spatial (temporal) component models the probability
of an activity belonging to a particular category given its
spatial (temporal) distance from its neighbors. ψ(ai, aj) is
defined in Equation 6, where ai, aj ∈ Va, Fa(ai, aj) is the
co-occurrence frequency between the activities ai and aj ,
sai , saj , tai , and taj are the spatial and temporal locations of
the activities, and µt, σt, µs, and σs are the parameters of the
Gaussian distribution of relative spatial and temporal positions
of the activities, given their categories.

Activity-Context edge potential, ψ(ai, ci). This potential
function models the relationship among the activities and the
context attributes. It corresponds to Va−Vc edges in the CRF.
This potential is defined in Equation 7-9. ψ(ai, c

1
i ) models the

relationship between the activity and the object attribute and
ψ(ai, c

2
i ) models the relationship between the activity and the

person attribute. Operator ⊗ performs horizontal concatenation
of matrices.

Structure Learning. The main problem in structure learn-
ing is to estimate which activity nodes (Va nodes) are con-
nected to each other. Note that we do not need to learn the
Va−Vc relationships, because these are established whenever
an object is detected by the detector D in the video segment
being considered. However, we need learn the Va − Va con-
nections in an online manner because we do not know a priori
how the activities are related to each other. A recent approach
for learning the structure is hill climbing structure search [4],
which is not designed for continuous learning. In this work,
we utilize an adaptive threshold based approach in order to
determine the connections among the nodes in Va. At first, we
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assume all the nodes in Va are connected to each other. Then
we apply two thresholds - spatial and temporal - on the links.
We keep the links whose spatial and temporal distances are
below these thresholds, otherwise we delete the links. We learn
these two thresholds using a max-margin learning framework.

Suppose, we have a set of training activities {(ai, tai
, sai

) :
i = 1 . . .m} and we know the pairwise relatedness of these
activities from the training activity sequences. We observe
which ones in the labeled data happen within a spatio-temporal
window and then learn the parameters of that window. The
goal is to learn a function fr(d) = wT d, that satisfies the con-
straints in Equation 10, where dij = [abs(ti − tj), ‖si − sj‖].

fr(dij) = +1, ∀ related ai and aj , (10)
fr(dij) = −1, otherwise.

We can formulate this problem as a traditional max-margin
learning problem [4]. Solution to this problem will provide
us a function to determine the existence of link between two
unknown activities.

Inference. In order to compute the posterior probabilities
of the Va nodes, we choose the belief propagation (BP)
message passing algorithm. BP does not provide guarantees
of convergence to the true marginals for a graph with loops,
but it has proven to have excellent empirical performance
[28]. Its local message passing is consistent with the
contextual relationship we model among the nodes. At each
iteration, the beliefs of the nodes are updated based on the
messages received from their neighbors. Consider a node
vi ∈ {Va, Vc} with a neighborhood N(vi). The message sent
by vi to its neighbors can be written as, mvi,vj (vj) =
α
∫
vi
ψ(vi, vj)φ(vi, xi)

∏
vk∈N(vi)

mvk,vi(vi)dvi. The
marginal distribution of each node vi is estimated as
PG(vi) = αφ(vi, xi)

∏
vj∈N(vi)

mvj ,vi(vi). The class label
with the highest marginal probability is the predicted class
label. We use the publicly available tool [29] to compute the
parameters of the CRF and to perform the inference.

4 CONTEXT-AWARE INSTANCE SELECTION

In this section, we describe our method for selecting, from
a set of unlabeled activity instances, the most informative
ones for manual labeling, so as to improve our recognition
models. Consider that, given a set of past labeled data in-
stances we have learned a baseline classifier P and a context
model C. Now, we receive from the video stream a set
of unlabeled activity instances U = {ai|i = 1, . . . , N}.
We construct a CRF G = (V,E) with the activities in U
using P and C as discussed in Section 3. We denote by
Va = {a1, . . . , aN} the activity nodes in the CRF, and by
Ea = {(ai, aj) | ai and aj are linked} the set of Va−Va edges
of the CRF. Moreover, we denote the sub-graph containing
the activity nodes and their connections by Ga = (Va, Ea).
Inference on G provides us with (i) the marginal posterior
pmf, PG(ai), for each of the activity nodes ai, and (ii) the
marginal joint pmf of each pair of nodes connected by an
edge, PG(ai, aj), (ai, aj) ∈ Ea.

Our goal is to use the data in U to improve the model
P and C with least amount of manual labeling. We achieve

this by selecting for manual labeling a subset of nodes in Va,
such that the joint entropy of all the nodes, H(Va), will be
reduced maximally. In what follows, we describe how the joint
entropy of all nodes can be (approximately) computed in a
computationally efficient manner (Section 4.1), as well as the
formulation of the objective function (Section 4.2) and a novel
exact solution for it (Section 4.3). Section 4.4 describes how
the new information is employed for incrementally updating
the recognition models.

4.1 Joint Entropy of Activity Nodes
The joint entropy of the nodes in Va can be expressed as:

H(Va) = H(a1) +H(a2|a1) + · · ·+H(aN |a1, . . . , aN−1)
(11)

Using the property I(a1, . . . , an−1; an) = H(an) −
H(an|a1, . . . , an−1), Eqn. 11 can be expressed as:

H(Va) = H(a1) +

N∑
i=2

[
H(ai)− I(a1, . . . , ai−1; ai)

]
. (12)

where I(·) represents the mutual information. Using the
chain rule of mutual information (i.e., I(a1, . . . , ai−1; ai) =∑i

j=1 I(aj ; ai|a1, . . . , aj−1)), Eqn. 12 can be expressed as:

H(Va) = H(a1) +

N∑
i=2

[
H(ai)−

i∑
j=1

I(aj ; ai|a1, . . . , aj−1)
]

=

N∑
i=1

H(ai)−
N∑
i=2

i∑
j=1

I(aj ; ai|a1, . . . , aj−1) (13)

Computing the conditional mutual information
I(aj ; ai|a1, . . . , aj−1) is computationally intractable as
the number of nodes increases. Moreover, we construct our
CRF as a collection of unary (node) and pair-wise (edge)
potentials instead of factor or clique graphs. Thus, we
can easily approximate the conditional mutual information
as I(aj ; ai|a1, . . . , aj−1) ≈ I(aj ; ai). As a simplifying
approximation, here consider two nodes to be independent
if there exists no link between them. This allows us to use
the property that if two random variables are independent,
the mutual information between them is zero. Using these
assumptions, Eqn. 13 can be written as

H(Va) =
∑
i∈Va

H(ai)−
∑

(i,j)∈Ea

I(aj ; ai) (14)

We use this expression to derive an objective function to be
optimized in order to obtain the most informative activity
nodes for manual labeling.

4.2 Objective Function Derivation
Let us consider that we select a subset of K activity instances
for manual labeling from the set U (K ≤ N and depends
on manual labeling budget). Since these activity instances are
nodes of graph Ga, a subgraph can be formed by using these
nodes. Consider GL

a = (V L
a , E

L
a ) to be a subgraph of the

graph Ga, where V L
a are the K nodes chosen for manual

labeling and EL
a = {(ai,j )|(ai, aj) ∈ Ea, ai, aj ∈ V L

a }.
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a ,
whose nodes should be queried for labeling and (ii) the
graph GNL

a which is not labeled. The green dotted lines
denote the links between the two subgraphs. As in Eqn.
15, the joint entropy (J.E.) of the entire graph can be
expressed as summation of the J.E. of two the subgraphs
minus the mutual information of the links in between them.

Then the remaining nodes which are not selected for manual
labeling also constitute a subgraph GNL

a = (V NL
a , ENL

a ),
where V NL

a = Va − V L
a and ENL

a = {(ai, aj)|(ai, aj) ∈
Ea, ai, aj ∈ V NL

a }. This partitioning is presented pictorially
in Fig. 4. The joint entropy H(Va) can be partitioned as
follows:

H(Va) =
[ ∑
i∈V L

a

H(ai)−
∑

(i,j)∈EL
a

I(aj ; ai)
]

+
[ ∑
i∈V NL

a

H(ai)

−
∑

(i,j)∈ENL
a

I(aj ; ai)
]
−
[ ∑

(i,j)∈Ea

i∈V L
a ,j∈V NL

a

I(aj ; ai)
]

= H(V L
a ) +H(V NL

a )−
∑

(i,j)∈Ea

i∈V L
a ,j∈V NL

a

I(aj ; ai) (15)

The first and the last terms in the above equation will be
zero if the nodes in V L

a are manually labeled (please see the
proof in Appendix A). Since our goal is to choose K nodes
from Va for manual labeling such that the joint entropy H(Va)
decreases maximally, the optimal subset of nodes to be chosen
for manual labeling can be expressed as:

V L∗
a = arg max

V L
a

s.t.|V L
a |=K

[
H(V L

a )−
∑

(i,j)∈Ea

i∈V L
a ,j∈V NL

a

I(aj ; ai)
]

(16)

The above function can be simplified as follows:

F(V L
a ) = H(V L

a )−
∑

(i,j)∈Ea

i∈V L
a ,j∈V NL

a

I(aj ; ai)

=
∑
i∈V L

a

H(ai)−
∑

(i,j)∈Ea

(i,j)/∈ENL
a

I(aj ; ai)

=
∑
i∈V L

a

H(ai)−
[ ∑
(i,j)∈Ea

I(aj ; ai)−
∑

(i,j)∈ENL
a

I(aj ; ai)
]

(17)

We need to choose nodes from Va to be in V L
a for labeling,

such that the above expression is maximized. Consider a vector
u of length N with elements either 1 or 0, where a 1 in

the i-th position represents that the corresponding node has
been selected for V L

a and 0 represents the opposite. Thus, we
need to find the optimal u such that F(V L

a ) is maximized. In
order to rewrite the objective function into a convenient matrix
format, let us define a N ×1 vector h of node entropies and a
N ×N matrix M of pairwise mutual information as follows:

h , [H(a1),H(a2) . . .H(aN )]T

M(i, j) ,

{
I(ai; aj), if (i, j) ∈ Ea

0, otherwise

where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. With this notation, the objective
function in Eqn. 17 can be represented as a function of u,h
and M as follows:

G(u) = uTh− 1

2

[
1TM1− (1− u)TM(1− u)

]
= uTh− uTM1 +

1

2
uTMu (18)

where 1 is an N × 1 vector of ones. Maximizing G(u) is
equivalent to minimizing −G(u). Therefore, the optimization
problem in 16 can be reformulated as

u∗ = arg min
u

1

2
uTQu+ uTf

s.t. uT1 = K, u ∈ {0, 1}N (19)

where Q , −M and f ,M1− h. The procedure followed
to solve the above optimization problem is discussed next.

4.3 Optimization of Objective Function
The matrix Q in Eqn. 19 is not positive semi-definite (please
refer to Appendix B for details), thus the objective function
is non-convex. The second constraint in this optimization
problem is also non-convex. Thus, Eqn. 19 is a non-convex
binary quadratic optimization problem. However, due to the
binary constraints on u, a constant diagonal matrix γI can
be added to the objective function to make it convex, where
I is an identity matrix of size N ×N and γ ≥ max{|M |1}
is a constant (please refer to Appendix C for details). This is
because adding γI to the objective function is equivalent to
adding a constant Kγ at all feasible points of the optimization
problem in Eqn. 19. Thus, the optimization problem in in Eqn.
19 is equivalent to the following one:

u∗ = arg min
u

1

2
uT (Q+ γI)u+ uTf

s.t. uT1 = K, u ∈ {0, 1}N (20)

The above objective function is convex, but the second con-
straint remains non-convex. We use the branch and bound
(BB) method [30] to solve this problem. At each node of
BB, we relax the second constraint as 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1 (where
ui denotes the ith element of u) and solve the relaxed convex
optimization problem using the CVX Solver [31]. Importantly,
the resulting solution is guaranteed to be globally optimal
using this method. Although in the worst case BB can end
up solving

(
N
K

)
convex problems, on average a much smaller

number of convex problems needs to be solved before reaching
the optimal solution. In fact, for all the experiments executed
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in this paper, BB has reached the globally optimal solution in
a significantly smaller amount of time (approximately fraction
of a second) than the worst-case prediction.

We ask a human annotator (strong teacher) to label the
instances in V L∗

a . We then perform inference on G again
by conditioning on the nodes ai ∈ V L∗

a . This provides more
accurate (and more confident) labels to the remaining nodes
in G. At this time, for an instance aj ∈ V NL

a , if one of
the classes has probability greater than δ (say δ = 0.9), we
assume that the current model PG is highly confident about this
instance. We retain this instance along with its label obtained
from the inference for incremental training. We refer to this as
the weak teacher. The number of instances obtained from the
weak teacher depends on the value of δ, which we choose to be
large for safety, so that miss-classified instances are less likely
to be used in incremental training. An illustrative example of
our active learning system is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. An example run of our proposed active learning
framework on a part of activity sequence from VIRAT
dataset. Circles are activity nodes along with their class
probability distribution. Edges have different thickness
based on the pairwise mutual information. The node
labels are - getting out of the vehicle (GOV), opening ve-
hicle trunk (OVT), unloading from vehicle (UOV), closing
vehicle trunk (CVT), and getting into the vehicle (GIV).
Inference on the CRF (top) gives us marginal probabil-
ity distribution of the nodes and edges. We use these
distributions to compute entropy and mutual information.
Relative mutual information is shown by the thickness of
the edges, whereas entropy of the nodes are plotted be-
low the top CRF. Equation 14 exploits entropy and mutual
information criteria in order to select the most informative
nodes (2-OVT, 3-UOV, and 7-OVT). We condition upon
these nodes (filled) and perform inference again, which
provides us more accurate recognition and a system with
lower entropy (bottom plot).

4.4 Incremental Updates
Given the newly available labeled samples, we then proceed to
update the activity recognition model and the context models.

These models are responsible for the node and edge potentials
of the CRF respectively.

Updating activity recognition model. In our experiments,
we use two different activity recognition models as the base-
line activity classifiers: multinomial logistic regression (MLR)
and support vector machine (SVM). For the SVM classifier,
we use [32] for incrementally updating its parameters. We
next describe how to incrementally update the MLR model
parameters, given the new labeled instances.

In the MLR model, the probability of activity ai belonging
to class Aj is computed as:

p(ai ∈ Aj |xi;θ) =
exp(θTj xi)∑q
l=1 exp(θTl xi)

, (21)

where θj , j = 1, . . . , q is the weight vector corresponding
to class j. To obtain the optimal weight vectors, we seek to
minimize the following cost function:

arg min
θ

J(θ) = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

1{ai ∈ Aj}

log p (ai ∈ Aj |xi;θ) +
λ

2
‖θ‖2 (22)

where m is the number of training instances available for the
incremental update, 1{.} is the identity function, λ is the
weight-decay parameter, and ‖.‖ is the l2 norm. This is a
convex optimization problem and we solve it using gradient
descent, which provides a globally optimal solution. The
gradient with respect to θj can be written as

∇θjJ(θ) = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

(xi (1{ai ∈ Aj} − p(ai ∈ Aj |xi;θ))).

(23)

For updating the MLR model, we obtain the newly labeled
instances from both the strong the the weak teacher and store
them in a buffer. When the buffer is full, we use all of these
instances to compute the gradients ∇θjJ(θ), j = 1, . . . , q
of the model. Then we update the model parameters using
gradient descent as follows:

θt+1
j = θtj − α∇θt

j
J(θ), (24)

where α is the learning rate. This technique is known as the
mini-batch training in literature [33], where model changes
are accumulated over a number of instances before applying
updates to the model parameters.

Updating context model. Updating the context model is
consists of updating the parameters of the Equations 5, 6, 8,
and 9. The parameters are (i) the co-occurrence frequencies
of activities and/or context attributes, and (ii) the means and
variances of the Gaussian distributions used in the activity
relationship models. The parameters of the Gaussians can be
updated using the method in [34], whereas the co-occurrence
frequency matrices Fa and Fc can be updated as follows:

Fij = Fij + sum([(L = i).(L = j)T ]. ∗Adj), (25)

where i ∈ {A1, . . . , Aq}, j ∈ {A1, . . . , Aq} (for Fa), j ∈ c1i
(for Fc), L is the set of labels of the instances in U obtained
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after the inference, Adj is the adjacency matrix of the CRF
G of size |L| × |L|, sum(.) is the sum of the elements in the
matrix, and .∗ is the element wise matrix multiplication.

The overall framework is portrayed in the supplementary.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We conduct experiments on six challenging datasets - UCF50
[35], VIRAT [2], UCLA-Office [36], MPII-Cooking [37], AVA
[38], and 50Salads [39] - to evaluate the performance of
our proposed active learning framework. We briefly describe
these datasets as follows. Dataset descriptions and experiment
details for UCLA-Office can be found in the supplementary.

Activity segmentation. For VIRAT and UCLA-Office, we
use an adaptive background subtraction algorithm to identify
motion regions. We detect moving persons around these mo-
tion regions using [40] and use them to initialize a tracking
method in order to obtain local trajectories of the moving
persons. We collect STIP features [41] from these local trajec-
tories and use them as the observation in the method proposed
in [42] to identify candidate activity segments from these
motion regions. Activities are already temporally segmented in
UCF50, whereas for MPII-Cooking we use the segmentation
provided with the dataset.

Baseline Classifier. We use multinomial logistic regression
or softmax as the baseline classifier for VIRAT, UCLA-Office,
and UCF50 datasets, whereas we use linear SVM for the MPII-
Cooking dataset. Please note that the choice of our classifier
is based on whichever performs the best of each dataset; this
does not affect the interpretation of our results as our method
is classifier agnostic.

Appearance and motion features. We use C3D [43]
features as a generic feature descriptor for video segments for
the UCF50 and VIRAT datasets. C3D exploits 3D convolution
that makes it better than conventional 2D convolution for
motion description. We use an off-the-self C3D model trained
on the Sports-1M [44] dataset. Given the video segment, we
extract a C3D feature of size 4096 for each sixteen frames
with a temporal stride of eight frames. Then, we max pool the
features in order to come up with a fixed-length feature vector
for the video segment.

For the UCLA-Office dataset, we extract STIP [41] features
from the activity segments. We use a video feature representa-
tion technique based on spatio-temporal pyramid and average
pooling similar to [45] to compute a uniform representation
using these STIP features.

For the MPII-Cooking dataset, we use a bag-of-words based
motion boundary histogram (MBH) [46] feature that comes
with the dataset. Note that our framework is independent of
any particular feature or video representation. It allows us to
plug in the best video representation for any application.

5.1 Context attributes
The number of context features and their types may vary
based on the datasets. Our generalized CRF formulation can
take care of any number and type of context features. We
use co-occurrence frequency of the activities and the objects,
their relative spatial and temporal distances, movement of the

objects and persons in the activity region, etc. as the context
feature. Some of the features were described in Section 3.
Context features naturally exist in VIRAT, UCLA-Office, and
MPII-Cooking datasets. For UCF50, we improvise a context
feature by assuming that similar types of activities co-occur
in the nearby spatial and temporal vicinity. Dataset specific
detailed description of these features are described below.

VIRAT and UCLA-Office: We use both of the scene-
activity and the inter-activity context features for these
datasets. They have been described in Equations 1 to 9. We
compute scene-activity context features using object detec-
tions, whereas, inter-activity context features are computed
using the spatial temporal relationships such as co-occurrence
frequency among the activities.

MPII-Cooking: Similar to previous two datasets, we use
both of the scene-activity and the inter-activity context features
for this dataset. While inter-activity context features remains
same, scene-activity context is different from previous two
datasets. Activities in this dataset involve three types of objects
- tools (c1i ), ingredients (c2i ), and containers (c3i ). We use
each of them as a separate context and formulate them as
in Equations 5, 4, 8, and 9. 3, 4, 7, and 8. So the Equations
3 and 7 become, φ(ci, zi) = φ(c1i , zi) � φ(c2i , zi) � φ(c3i , zi)
and ψ(ai, ci) = ψ(ai, c

1
i )⊗ ψ(ai, c

2
i )⊗ ψ(ai, c

3
i ).

UCF50: Since the activities in UCF50 dataset are pro-
vided as individual segments, there are no natural spatial-
temporal relationships that exist among them. Also, each
of the activities involves a person and one particular tool,
so the use of object context might overfit the model, as
no context-sharing exists between activities. Thus, similar to
[14] we use a relationship among the activities based on the
activity super-categories and the likelihood of them happening
together. We categorize fifty activity classes into eight super-
categories, where activities are inter-related. We arrange the
individual activities into sequences, where the activities belong
to the same super-category are placed nearby. Therefore,
they enhance the recognition of each other during inference.
These super-categories are provided in the supplementary. The
corresponding mathematical formulations remain the same as
in Equations 2 and 6.

5.2 Experiment Setup

The training data is sequential in time, where activities
occurring within a temporal vicinity are inter-related. For
datasets like VIRAT, UCLA-Office, and MPII-Cooking, where
video sequences are long and contain multiple activities, these
interrelationships are natural. However, for UCF50, we enforce
this temporal relationship by using the fact that similar types
of activities tend to co-occur as mentioned earlier. Given
the training data in a sequence, we use approximately ten
percent of them in the initial training phase to train the
initial recognition and context models. This initial batch of
data is manually labeled. We iteratively update these models
using rest of the training data. At each iteration, we select
the K most informative instances and use them to update
both of the recognition and the context models. Additionally,
at each iteration, we evaluate the performance of updated
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison against other competitive active learning methods on four datasets such as (a)
UCF50, (b) VIRAT, and (c) MPII-Cooking. The X-axis represents the number of manually labeled training instances,
whereas the Y-axis represents correct recognition accuracy on a set of unseen test instances. Please see the text in
Section 5.3 for detailed explanation. Best view in color.

models on the unseen test data and report the accuracy. The
reported accuracies are computed by dividing the number of
correct recognitions by the number of instances presented. We
evaluate the experimental results as follows:
• Comparison of the proposed Context Aware Query Selection

(CAQS) method against other state-of-the-art active-learning
techniques (Figure 6).

• Comparison with other batch and incremental methods
against two different variants of our approach based on
the use of context attributes such as CAQS and CAQS-No-
Context (Figure 7). While CAQS utilizes context attributes
along with active and incremental learning, CAQS-No-
Context does not exploit any explicit context attributes.

• Performance evaluation of the four variants of our proposed
active-learning framework based on the use of strong and
weak teachers. (Figure 8).

5.3 Comparison with Active-Learning Methods
Plots in Figure 6 illustrate the comparisons of our context-
aware query selection for active learning (CAQS) method
against random sampling and four other state-of-the-art active
learning techniques: CAAL [14], IAM [10], Entropy [21], and
Batch-Rank [22]. CAAL exploits both the entropy and the
mutual information in order to select the most informative
queries but only provides a greedy solution for query selection.
IAM selects a query by utilizing the classifier’s decision
ambiguity over an unlabeled instance and takes advantage
of both weak and strong teachers. It measures the difference
between the top two probable classes. If the difference is below
a certain threshold, the instance is selected for manual labeling.
Entropy [21] selects a query if the classifier is highly uncertain
about it based on the entropy measure. Batch-Rank solves a
convex optimization problem that contains entropy and KL-
divergence in order to select the instances to be labeled by a
human. We follow same experiment setup and parameters for
these experiments for ensuring fairness.

The plots show that proposed CAQS outperforms other
active-learning techniques and random sampling over all
datasets. This is because our method can efficiently utilize
the interrelationships of the instances using a CRF. Additional
observations regarding the performance are as follows:

• All the plots eventually saturate toward a certain accuracy
after some amount of manual labeling. This is because
by that point the methods have already learned most of
the information present in the training data. The rest of
the instances possess little information with respect to the
current model.

• CAQS reaches the saturation-level accuracy the quickest
among all methods tested. Its accuracy sharply increases
with the amount of manual labeling. This is because it can
efficiently select the most informative training instances and
learn the best classifier that results in higher recognition
accuracy with less amount of manual labeling.

• The performance of the random sampling is the worst,
as expected, and the performance of the other methods is
between CAQS and random sampling.

• Even though CAQS performed better than CAAL, the mar-
gins are not significant. This is because both use a similar
optimization criterion for query selection. CAAL provides
a greedy solution, wheres CAQS provides a solution with
global optimality guarantees.

5.4 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

The plots in Figure 7 illustrate the comparison of our two
test cases - CAQS and CAQS-No-Context against state-of-
the-art batch and incremental methods on four datasets. The
definitions of these two test cases are as follows. CAQS-No-
Context means we apply the activity recognition model P
independently on the activity segments without exploiting any
spatio-temporal contextual information. CAQS context means
we exploit the object and person attribute context along with
the Va−Va context (Fig. 3). In both of these two cases, we use
active learning with both of the weak and the strong teachers.

We compare the results on UCF50 datasets against stochas-
tic Kronecker graphs (SKG) [47], action bank [48], and
learned deep trajectory descriptor (LDTD) [49]. We compare
the results on the VIRAT dataset against structural SVM
(SSVM) [7], sum product network (SPN) [50], Hybrid [45],
and CAAL [14]. We compare the results on MPII-Cooking
dataset against MPII [37], multiple granularity analysis (MGA)
[51], and mid-level action elements (MAE) [52]. Since these
are the batch methods, we report only the final performance of
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison against other state-of-the-art batch and incremental methods. The X-axis represents
the number of manually labeled training instances, whereas the Y-axis represents correct recognition accuracy on a
set of unseen test instances. Please see the text in Section 5.4 for detailed explanation. Best view in color.

these methods, using all the training instances. Hence, plots
of accuracies of these methods are horizontal straight lines.
We compared our work with two structure learning methods
such as SSVM and SCSG. SSVM learns the structure with
structural SVM and SCSG learns the structure with AND-OR
graphs. We can observe the following:
• All of these different datasets show similar asymptotic

characteristics. Performance improves with newly labeled
training instances.

• Performance improves when we use contextual information.
CAQS performs better than CAQS-No-Context.

• Our methods outperform other state-of-the-art batch and
incremental methods, using far lower amount of manually
labeled data. In these plots our method uses 30%-40%
manually labeled data depending on the dataset, whereas
all other methods use all the instances to train their models.
Even though SCSG performs better than CAQS by 1.7%,
CAQS consumes only 33% manually labeled data compared
to 100% of SCSG.

Table 1 summarizes the performance comparison against other
state-of-the-art methods.

Our Methods State-of-the-art
Datasets Accuracy(%) Manual-

Labeling
Accuracy(%) Manual-

Labeling
UCF50 CAQS: 98.2 38% AB: 76.4 100%

CAQS-NoC: 92.5 38% SKG: 81.0 100%
CAQS: 99.1 100% LDTD: 92.0 100%

CAQS-NoC: 93.1 100% CAAL: 68.0 52%
VIRAT CAQS: 77.2 33% SSVM: 73.5 100%

CAQS-NoC: 75.9 47% SPN: 71.0 100%
CAQS: 78.9 100% CAAL: 74.0 42%

CAQS-NoC: 76.3 100%
MPII CAQS: 49.4 42% MPII: 44.8 100%

CAQS-NoC: 44.8 42% MGA: 48.2 100%
CAQS: 49.6 100% MAE: 48.4 100%

CAQS-NoC: 45.2 100% CAAL: 48.5 44%

TABLE 1
Comparison of our results against state-of-the-art batch

and incremental methods

5.5 Performance of Four Variants
The plots in Figure 8 illustrate the comparison of our method’s
performance in four test cases, where we vary the use of

the weak and strong teachers. These test cases are defined
as follows. Weak teacher - for incremental training, we only
use the highly confident labels provided by the model after
the inference. No manually labeled instances are used in this
test case. Strong teacher - we label a portion of the incoming
instances manually. This portion is determined by the method
described in Section 4. Strong+Weak teacher - we use both
of the above mentioned teachers. All instances - we manually
label all the incoming instances to incrementally update the
models. We can observe the following:
• Performance of all of the test cases improves as more

training instances are seen except for the weak teacher case.
Weak Teacher only uses labels provided by the classifier,
which are not always correct. These wrong labels of the
training data lead to the classifier diverging over time.

• The strong+weak teacher uses around 40% of manually
labeled instances. However, its performance is very similar
to the all-instance test case that uses 100% manually labeled
instances. This proves the efficiency of our method for
selecting the most informative queries. In the plots, X-axis is
the percentage of “manually labeled” data. For a given value
of X, all the method use same amount of “manually labeled”
data, but the amount of “labeled” data can be different and
it depends on the presence of weak teacher.

• The performance of Strong+weak teacher and strong teacher
are very similar. This indicates that weakly labeled instances
don’t posses significant additional useful information for
training because they are already confidently classified.

• The performance with only weak teacher is not as good as
the performance using strong teacher, because manual labels
are provided only in the first batch. Afterwards, labels of the
training instances are collected from the classifier, which
are not correct always. As a result, its performance tends to
diverge with time due to the training with noisy labels.

5.6 Experiment on AVA dataset

Setup. The experiment setup for AVA dataset is little bit
different than the above setup due to the huge number of
actions. In the above setup, we construct a graph with the
entire training set and then iteratively perform active learning
to select the most informative nodes in the graph. This process
includes both message passing and inference in the graph.
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison among the four different variants of our proposed method. The X-axis represents the
number of manually labeled training instances, whereas the Y-axis represents correct recognition accuracy on a set
of unseen test instances. For a given value of X, all the method use same amount of manually labeled data, but the
amount of labeled data can be different. Please see the text in Section 5.5 for detailed explanation. Best view in color.

We use UGM [29] for such task and unfortunately, it cannot
handle such huge number of nodes and connections. In order to
make the overall framework scalable, we consider one movie
sequence out of 154 at a time and perform active learning
with a pre-defined fraction. For example, at each step, we
select K = Ni ∗ k number of nodes, where k ∈ [0, 1] and Ni

is the number of actions in movie i. The number of actions
is heavily biased towards some action classes. For example,
top ten activity classes contribute to about 85% of the total
activities, whereas more than fifty classes have less than 200
instances. This introduces both bias and noise in the model
training and testing. We consider 28 activity types that have
training and testing instances in the range of 200 and 10000.

Feature extraction. As mentioned earlier, an action is 3
seconds long and only the middle frame is annotated with a
bounding box. For simplicity, we assume that the action loca-
tions are spatially fixed and we spatially crop the actions from
this 3 seconds of video using the bounding box. We extract
4096 dimensional C3D features from this cropped video and
then, we use PCA to compress this 4096 dimensional features
into 256 dimension for faster processing in the later steps.

Comparison with other active-learning methods. In Fig.
9(a), we compare our framework on AVA dataset with other
state-of-the-art active learning methods as listed in Section 5.3.
At the beginning, IAM performs well but our method, CAQS,
outperforms every other method when all the video sequences
are consumed. In this experiment, we use k = 0.4. It means,
we select the best forty percent of the instances to be labeled
by the human. We use only the strong teacher for this dataset.

Effect of number of query samples. In Fig. 9(b), we
analyze the effect of the number of query samples on the
prediction accuracy of our framework. Accuracy plots are
pretty close to each other when k is above 0.3. It shows the
robustness of the framework. Our framework can achieve the
best performance using very few manually labeled instances.

Performance of four variants. In Fig. 9(c), we show
the performance of the four variants of the framework. The
framework with only the strong teacher performs the best.
The accuracy drops when we use weak teacher. This is
because the overall accuracy is pretty low. As a result, the
produced weak labels are also noisy sometimes, which makes
the incrementally learned model noisy as well. The variant

without any manual labels performs the worst as expected.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no research work

yet to show action recognition accuracy on this dataset. The
original paper [38] shows mean average precision (MAP) on
only activity detection results.

5.7 Impact of Event Segmentation

While the proposed method is agnostic to any event segmenta-
tion approach, in this section, we analyze the effect of an event
segmentation algorithm (TCN) [53], vis-à-vis ground truth
segmentation, on the performance of our proposed approach
using 50Salads dataset [39]. We use TCN to obtain activity
proposals along time without any label information attached
to them. Any other method for generating activity proposals
can also be used. We use the Encoder-Decoder (ED) variant
among several TCN architectures. Our used ED-TCN has
two layers in both encoder and decoder side and the size of
the convolutional filter is set to 18. All other aspects of the
network are kept same as in the original code. We use the
provided features, which are extracted from spatialCNN [54]
network for every other fifth frame and has a dimension of 128.
The outcome of the ED-TCN is frames labeled as activity or
background as a proposal generation framework.

We use the segmentations/proposals provided by TCN as
nodes of the graph in our model. Our goal is to select a
subset of the nodes of this graph for manual labeling and
model update thereafter. Note that initially, we do not have any
class information about these segmentations. Once a subset of
nodes/segmentations is selected for manual labeling, we obtain
their labels as follows. We compare a proposal’s temporal
span with the actual ground truth in the dataset and assign
the corresponding label if its temporal overlap with a certain
activity is over 50%. Otherwise, we assign that proposal to
belong to the background activity category.

Fig. 10 shows the achieved results on both types of input
segmentation with two variants of the proposed framework.
50Salads dataset [39] comes with five splits to define the train
and test set. We use the first split in this experiment. There
are forty training video sequences as shown in the X-axis and
ten test video sequences. We report mean average precision
(MAP) on the test set as the metric to compare as shown
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Fig. 9. (a) Comparison with other state-of-the-art active learning methods. (b) Effect of number of query samples on
the accuracy. (c) Performance comparison among the four variants. Please see the text in Section 5.6 for detailed
explanation. The X-axis is the sequence number of training videos. At each step, we use twenty training sequences to
update the model and evaluate on the test set. In this experiment, for each sequence, we select forty percent of the
most informative instances to be labeled manually. The Y-axis is the accuracy of the prediction. Best viewed in color.

on the Y-axis. These results are achieved using forty percent
labeling of the train set.

Three plots in Fig. 10 correspond to ground truth segmen-
tation and other three plots correspond to TCN segmenta-
tion. Four plots correspond to two variants of the proposed
framework, i.e., only strong teacher and strong+weak teacher.
Two of the plots correspond to the method CAAL. Ground
truth segmentation achieved superior results as expected since
segmentations from TCN are not as good as the ground
truth. Strong teacher with the help of weak teacher achieves
better results because labels obtained only from the strong
teacher may be noisy due to imperfect segmentation. Proposed
approach labeled as Strong+Weak Teacher performs the best
among all compared methods for both ground truth segmen-
tation, and the approach using [53], thus demonstrating that
the proposed method outperforms others irrespective of the
activity segmentation. We achieved about 72.2% (ground truth
segmentation) and 57.8% (TCN segmentation) MAP using
only forty percent of the labeled data. Direct comparison with
other approaches is not possible as we are not aware of existing
methods on this dataset that use active learning.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the effect of different action
segmentation methods. X-axis is the number of video
sequences in the train set and Y-axis is the mean average
precision. AutoSeg and GTSeg are automatic segmenta-
tion using TCN and truth segmentation respectively.

5.8 Comparison Against Deep Learning Framework
The goal of this section is to compare our proposed CRF
based active learning method with a deep learning based active

learning method. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no such method exists to suit our experimental setup. So,
we formulate an LSTM based active learning method similar
to our proposed CRF based approach to capture context
attributes. We use the first split of 50Salads dataset [39], which
contains 40 train and 10 test sequences. We divide the train set
into batches and use the first batch to train our initial LSTM
model, where we use five as the maximum sequence length
with a stride of 1. The LSTM has one layer with 256 nodes
and is trained using Adam optimizer with a cross entropy loss.

Using this initial LSTM model as the starting point, we
perform active learning on the rest of the batches similar to our
CRF based approach. We apply this LSTM on the next batch
and use probability measure to apply weak and strong teacher.
While this is a network with only one trainable layer, this could
easily be extended to deeper network given we have sufficient
data. For example, we use SpatialCNN network for feature ex-
traction for 50Salads dataset. This network can be added with
the LSTM network for end-to-end deep learning based active
learning. However, only 1200 samples of 50Salads dataset was
not sufficient for such task. In summary, we argue that for
some tasks where the data is scarce and labeling is expensive,
conventional CRF based method that can easily incorporate
contextual domain knowledge much more efficiently than any
deep learning based techniques. Also, our CRF based approach
can be easily combined with transfer learning by using features
from a network pre-trained with similar data. Fig. 11 compares
the results of LSTM based approach against the proposed
approach. X and Y axes are same as in Fig. 10. As shown
in the plots, LSTM based approach overfits and is not as good
as the proposed framework to capture the context information
among the actions.

5.9 Parameter Sensitivity

Fig. 12(a) shows the sensitivity analysis of the parameter K.
At each iteration we select K most informative instances
from the training set that contains m instances. We use
them to train a classifier and apply this updated classifier
on the test set. More specifically, At each iteration i, we
select K instances to be labeled by the strong teacher and
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the proposed context based active
learning framework against the RNN based active learn-
ing framework using ground truth segmentation.

few others instances (variable number say (Kw
i ), depends on

the threshold δ) using weak teacher. At the beginning, we
randomly select some instances (say m0) to train the initial
model. Next, at the first iteration, we have m0 + K + Kw

1

labeled instances to retrain the model. This is continued until
we have any unlabeled training instances left. Lower values of
K provide better performance, as the selection of the queries
becomes more fine grained. However, this makes the process
more time consuming, because it increases the number of
iterations needed, and training the classifier at each iteration
is computationally expensive.

Fig. 12(b) illustrates the sensitivity analysis of the parameter
δ. Our framework performs better for the higher values of δ,
where the framework uses very highly confident labels from
the classifier to retrain it. For a lower value of δ, it may be pos-
sible that some misclassified instances are used for retraining,
which is the reason for inferior performance. The above two
experiments use Strong+Weak Teacher active learning system.
Fig. 12(c) shows the sensitivity of the parameter λ. It has
relatively lower impact on the UCF50 dataset.

6 CONCLUSION
We presented a continuous learning framework for context-
aware activity recognition. We formulated an information-
theoretic active learning technique that utilizes the contextual
information among the activities and objects. We utilized
entropy and mutual information of the nodes in active learning
to account for the interrelationships between them. We also
showed how to incrementally update the models using the
newly labeled data. Finally, we presented experimental results
to demonstrate the robustness of our method.

Note that, our experimental setup does not include a real
human. Whenever we need a label from the human we use the
label from the ground truth. How to use the human efficiently
given huge number of labels and classes is a different research
problem on its own merit. One aspect of future work would be
to understand the dynamics involved in human labeling, e.g.,
the amount of time to label, and how it interacts with the data
ingestion and learning rate of the system. Another direction
for future work would be to consider the localization problem
(detection + recognition) in an active learning framework.
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